
 

   PRESS RELEASE 26.04.24 

CISRS Provider 3t and local partner ACG open the first CISRS Centre in Kazakhstan 

Congratulations to 3t Training Services and Access Coatings Group (ACG) on gaining CISRS OSTS accreditation at 
their purpose-built facility at the Tengiz oilfield project in Kazakhstan.  

The Tengiz field was 
discovered in 1979, with high 
quality, recoverable oil 
reserves of over 6 billion 
barrels and 18 BCM of gas it 
is one of the largest fields in 
the world.  

The centre has been 
approved to deliver Level 1, 
Level 2 Scaffolding and Basic 
Scaffold Inspection. The 
centre already has plans to 
expand their CISRS portfolio 
and is looking to offer system 
scaffold product training for 
both Peri and Cuplok, plus 
the Scaffolding Supervisor  
programme.  

Established in 2013 ACG 
offer a range of specialised 

industrial services including scaffolding painting, and insulation. They are committed to the countries and regions 
they operate in and look to train the local workforce to the highest industry standards.  

Tony Turnbull ACG’s Chief Operating Officer said “ I am very proud of the team. It has been a great effort on their 
part to achieve this accreditation. We have previously trained our scaffolders through various programmes both in 
house and by third parties, however, we want our workforce to have the internationally recognised qualification 
and that is why we went for CISRS. We would like to thank 3t for their support particularly Gary Brown who came 
out to the centre to assist us with getting everything over the line” 

Emma Howorth 3t General Manager said “We’re delighted to have received CISRS OSTS accreditation in 
collaboration with ACG in Kazakhstan who have built a fantastic fit for purpose CISRS training facility in Tengiz. We 
are looking forward to being able to deliver CISRS approved scaffolding courses with ACG upskilling the local 
workforce, and we are thankful for the support of CISRS in assisting us to achieve this accreditation.” 

Dave Mosley CISRS MD who carried out the audit said “ I was very impressed with the set up in Tengiz. There are 
also further on-going plans to build a brand-new classroom, office and kitchen breakout area for the course 
delegates which will only enhance their training experience. Well, done to all involved and good luck for the future.  

 

 


